21 Days to Baghdad is an exclusive account of this historic rapid march and battle for Baghdad. Follow TIME Magazines award-winning editors, writers, and photographers as they follow the coalition troops on their journey towards Baghdad, encountering Iraqis—both civilian and military—witnessing the war upclose and personal... and documenting it all in historic words and photos. TIME brings you first hand reports on the Road to War. Revisit the Shock and Awe attack, the counter-attack by the Fedayeen, the rolling into Baghdad, the short but fierce overtaking of the country, and the poignant stories of the seven rescued POWs, including the dramatic rescue of Pvt. Jessica Lynch. TIME takes you to present day Iraq—the rebuilding efforts, and finally, the coming home of the returning troops.

My Personal Review:
This is worth it for the price if you want to follow the events of the conflict. Many photos depicting the real events that happened on our TV screens while it all happened. I enjoyed the book and keep it on my coffee table.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
21 Days to Baghdad: Photos and Dispatches from the Battlefield by editors at TIME Magazine - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!